Eastern River Rother
Synopsis
The document describes a virtual journey along the Eastern River Rother in East Sussex, and on the border
between that county and Kent, beginning at its source; the perspective is as much historical as descriptive of
the current scene. Significant tributaries joining the river have also been tracked back to their start-points, and
aspects of the whole river catchment are considered. Particular attention is given to bridges and watermills
because of their intimate associations with the river, but nearby prominent buildings, both religious and secular,
also feature. People of note have been associated with the river, and brief biographical notes are provided,
where appropriate. The term ‘virtual journey’ is used because the account comprises descriptions of places,
which have been visited, linked not by accounts of walks along the river banks, but by information gathered
from desk top surveys.
As regards watermills, Alastair Robertson’s Appendix contains sketch maps and tables identifying, and locating
commercial watermills* and farm mills* in the catchment and wherever possible specifying their functions.
* a commercial watermill is paid by customers to process raw materials like grain or wool, a farm mill is a
machine located on a farm, which operates at the behest of the farmer, normally without money changing hands.
I provide no index, nor a formal contents list for any historical river journey, but as an aid to navigation through
the document, I list the page numbers at which sub-headings and significant places appear.
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The Eastern River Rother
1. Introduction
There are to my knowledge, 3 rivers Rother in England; one, a right bank tributary of the Yorkshire River Don,
has already been featured in the virtual journey along its parent river. A second River Rother is a right bank
tributary of the River Arun in West Sussex, sometimes referred to as the Western River Rother. The present
virtual journey proceeds from the source of the Eastern River Rother, just east of the town of Crowborough to
the sea at Rye. The river name was Limen, a Celtic word meaning river, before the 16th century, when it took
the present name from the location of the source, near the village of Rotherfield, which derives from an Old
English word for a field in which cattle were held. The whole course is either within the county of East Sussex,
or along its border with Kent, and almost entirely within the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). More will be said about the latter, before embarking on the journey proper, but firstly this journey will
be set in context, within the project, presented on the website, https://historicaljourneysalongbritishrivers.com/ ,
which contains accounts of over 40 river journeys.
The project began by describing journeys along the relatively small rivers in the Lothians, around Edinburgh,
where my brother, Alastair Robertson, and myself were born and brought up. Some of these rivers had been
tracked from source to sea in publications, but just as many had not. Our focus was on landscape features,
historical man-made artefacts, and people of note, associated with the rivers and their tributaries, rather than
the natural world, i.e., the plant and animal life. The intention was not to walk along the banks of each river, but
rather to identify the features of interest, visit those, which had not already been viewed, most had, and to link
the sites with words and photographs, acquired by an extensive desk top study. We allowed ourselves some
freedom to stray beyond the river bank, except in large towns and cities, for which guide books tend to be
available. The end-product for the Lothian rivers seemed worthwhile, so we looked at other rivers, well-known
to us, namely, those in Fife and Clackmannanshire, the River Tees, and the Rivers of East Norfolk.
It had always been appreciated, that bridges, and watermills would deserve special attention, as uniquely
associated with rivers, and as we continued from river to river, the work on watermills, carried out by Alastair
Robertson, assumed greater prominence. Homing in on the commercial mills, which operated after 1750, sketch
maps were produced, locating them, along with tabulations, which specified their types, e. g. cornmills, textile
mills, etc. (As for the other rivers, those in the Eastern River Rother catchment are identified and located in the
Appendix). At the same time, techniques were developed to identify farm mills, mainly threshing mills, allowing
full accounting of the milling installations. The differences, which emerged, some predictable, some surprising,
led to a search for patterns, and choices of rivers to investigate, were in part dictated by a desire to build a
national picture of watermill distributions, in the chosen period. The selection of the Eastern River Rother, was
certainly motivated in part by interest in features observed during visits to the catchment, Bodiam Castle and
the Military Canal to name but two, but also by the fact that we have not looked before at watermill distributions
in any river catchment in the south-east of England, between Norfolk and Hampshire.
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) were created by a 1949 Act of Parliament to conserve and
enhance the natural beauty of the designated landscape; they sit alongside National Parks, but are generally
smaller and their authorities usually have lesser powers, over aspects like planning, and leisure activities. There
are 46 in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland, (The Scottish equivalents are the 40 National Scenic Areas
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(NSA)). The High Wield AONB was created in 1983, and is one of the largest, extending over 1460km2 in the
counties of East Sussex, Kent, West Sussex, and West Sussex. The features which led to its designation are
listed below;
•

rolling hills, dissected by steep-sided gill streams and studded by sandstone outcrops, though the word
high is true only relative to nearby lands, since the most elevated point, Crowborough Beacon, is only
225m above sea level.

•

small, irregularly shaped fields and open heaths which are often the remnants of medieval hunting
forests.

•

abundant, interconnected ancient woods and hedges. The dense forest which gave the Weald its name
has largely vanished, but ancient broadleaved woodland is still abundant, particularly in the deep gills
which incise the ridges. The Weald retains one of the highest levels of woodland cover in the country
at over 23%, appropriate given that its name is an Old English word for forest. Traces of the ancient
Wealden iron industry, including hammer ponds, are found scattered throughout the woodlands.

•

scattered farmsteads and hamlets, largely developing from temporary dwellings in wooded areas or
‘dens’ where farmers from the Downs grazed their pigs. Buildings are characterised by distinctive stone,
brick, tile and white weatherboard houses and oast-houses are common.

•

narrow, sunken lanes arising from pannage – the movement of animals from the Downs to the High
Weald in the autumn to graze on mast in the area’s woodlands or dens.

I have driven through the High Weald on several occasions, though unfortunately I have never been able to
explore it properly. The photograph, taken from the website, https://www.slideshare.net/mattpitts74/the-makingof-the-high-weald-landscape, is a good representation of the impression that I gained.
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The High Weald AONB is the shaded area
on the map, which locates it with regard to
counties and towns. As can be seen, the
River Rother leaves the AONB only when it
reaches Rye, and its estuary. However, the
river quickly descends from the true High
Weald characterised above, almost to sea
level, and its speed of flow decreases
markedly. Indeed, were it not for the
installation of sluices, salt water would be
able to penetrate a long way up the River
Rother. So, its course is actually through two
markedly different landscapes; although
Wadhurst Clay is the dominant underlying
rock throughout, it is covered by fresh and
salt water alluvial deposits beside the downstream reaches. Wadhurst Clay comprises predominantly medium
to dark bluish grey clays, silts, mudstones, and shales, but sandstones, shelly limestones and clay-ironstones,
are present in significant quantities. Sandstone forms ridges in the upper part of the High Weald. As a final piece
of scene-setting, it can be noted that rainfall on the High Wield averages c900mm per annum, a little greater
than the average for the United Kingdom, and untypically high for such an easterly location. The rocks
underlying the High Wield are largely impermeable, so that much of this water runs off into the gills and streams,
rather than descending into aquifers.
2. The Source and Upper Reach
The River Rother rises from a spring
amongst trees at OS Grid Point TQ 557 286,
at a height of c150m above sea-level.
Actually, it appears to be formed from two
such springs, c100m apart, which come
together after each has flowed for c150m;
the conjoined flow sets off south-eastwards.
It is soon joined by a slightly longer left bank
tributary, but my choice of source follows the
OS maps. I have found no photograph of the
source, but Mr. Walton has taken one at a
ford, c700m downstream; it looks fairly
muddy and the surrounds are wet, so the stream may be running quite high. The river is flowing down the
southern slopes of the hill on top of which is the village of Rotherfield. There, the High Street runs close to
north/south, and is fairly narrow. On each side, the rows of houses, mostly of two storeys are an attractive mix,
some with a red brick ground floor, with hanging red tiles above, in others white wooden slats replace the tiles,
and a few others have lower storeys of stone, sometimes white-washed. According to the Listed buildings site,
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a few date to the 16th or 17th centuries. The village seems well provided with hostelries, though there are only a
few shops, some with large glass frontages; I expect that most shopping is done in Crowborough, a town with
a population of 21000 inhabitants, only 4km to the north-west. London is 55km to the north, so Rotherfield is
certainly in commuter-land, and with its larger neighbour, a very pleasant place, where those with a wish to be
within easy reach of the capital, might live
Rotherfield’s parish church of St. Denys is
shown in the photograph; it is thought to
occupy the same site as a Saxon Church,
almost certainly wooden, which stood in the
late-8th century. A large part of the present
sandstone church dates to the 13th century,
though there are 12th century survivals,
including the north chapel. The striking 15th
century tower, made of sandstone ashlar
blocks, has three stages, battlements, a
polygonal

stair-turret

and

diagonal

buttresses. There was a spire of the same
vintage, but it blew down in 1987 and has
been replaced. Inside the lightly restored
church, there are a number of quite colourful wall-paintings of religious subjects.
Returning to the nascent river, still less than
a kilometre from the source, the recently
restored Argos Windmill crowns a hilltop
above the left bank. A post windmill, (the
body can rotate to enable the sails to catch
the wind) was here by the middle of the 17th
century, but the refurbished structure dates
from the 1830s, and drove two pairs of
grindstones, producing flour until 1923.
Thereafter, it fell into decay, and it seemed
likely that it would be demolished, in spite of
its Listed status. However, after a number of
failed attempts, a trust was established, which has raised the money required for a refurbishment programme.
The windmill is now open to the public, and the grindstones have been turned by wind power, after an interval
of a century. The photograph shows the slats in the sails, which are adjustable, so allowing the rotation speed
to be controlled to keep the grindstones moving at roughly uniform speed; the landscape can be seen to be the
mix of patches of woodland and small fields, characteristic of the High Wield.
Nothing much changes in the wooded valley of the River Rother before it arrives at the western edge of the
village of Mayfield, though the flow has been increased by gill streams entering at each bank. They were key to
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the development of the Wealden iron industry in later years, but for many centuries water power had no role.
Iron was smelted and formed into useful shapes, from the Iron Age, through the Roman occupation, the
medieval centuries, and the early modern era up to the late 18 th century, a time-span of over 2000 years. A
number of the furnaces and forges were situated at or near Mayfield but there is little to see nowadays;
fortunately, early iron-making artefacts survive in museums like those at Tilford, and Lewes, and a few ancient
furnaces stand, near complete, further afield. The early industry depended on the availability of iron ore, found
in the Weald in shallow deposits amongst the predominant Wadhurst Clay underlay, so open cast mining yielded
lumps, which were broken up and roasted to concentrate ore-bearing material. The other key commodity was
charcoal, made from wood, obtained from the extensive forests, often by coppicing, rather than tree-felling. The
ore and charcoal were then placed in a bloomery, a small conical furnace made from clay and a combustion
process was initiated, aided by hand operated air bellows, blowing into the side of the furnace. The product was
a lump of impure iron, the bloom, which could be shaped and purified by hammering or forging.
The application of waterpower was transformative as regards the scale of operation and the quality of the
product. The first installations in continental Europe date from the 12th century, but although the fast flowing gills
in the Weald were ideal for the purpose, it was probably a few centuries later that they were first harnessed. A
gill would be dammed to form a ‘hammer pond’, from where, controlled by a sluice, water would flow down a
flume to drive a water wheel. The name implies that the earliest use of waterpower was to drive hammering and
forging tools. By the 16th century, the blast furnace, a much larger permanent bottle-shaped structure began to
replace the bloomery; ore and charcoal was fed in alternate layers from the top, and water-powered bellows
provided a blast of air, lower down. A pool of iron, topped by slag containing impurities, collected on the floor,
and the molten iron was tapped off into runners leading to sand moulds, where the liquid cooled and solidified
as ingots.
There has been little change in that
configuration, apart from a massive increase
in scale, up to the present day, but a change
in

the

furnace

charge

destroyed

the

Wealden industry. In the first decade of the
18th century, Abraham Darby succeeded in
using coke rather than charcoal in a blast
furnace

at

Coalbrookdale,

without

contaminating the cast iron excessively with
sulphur. Exploitation was not immediate,
though operations like that at the Carron
Ironworks began to make cheaper high-quality iron fairly soon afterwards. In the following decades, during a
century of wars, the Wealden industry utilising up to 180 furnaces, continued to supply guns and other military
ironware to the naval shipbuilding yards at Chatham and elsewhere in Southern England. This was a last hurrah,
as without nearby coal deposits, and no means of cheap transport into a land-locked area, the industry was
doomed. The Wealden iron industry went into rapid decline; all the furnaces and forges had ceased to operate
by the early 19th century and they have left as evidence of their existence, only names of woods, topographical
features such as hammer ponds, and artefacts like the iron cannon shown in the photograph, which can be
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seen on the High Street in Mayfield. It can be added, that the casting of iron guns, a Weald speciality, was at
the limit of technical capability; hidden impurities were a cause of cracks, which caused explosive disintegration,
when pressure built up in the barrel during firing. Gunners and any bystanders were highly likely to be struck by
flying pieces of metal; famously, King James II of Scotland was killed in 1460, by an exploding Flanders-made
cannon, being used to bombard Roxburgh Castle. The gun in the photograph was manufactured locally in 1567,
by which time the technology had probably improved, though exploding guns remained an occasional hazard
for many years after that. The Wealden Iron Industry is worth more space than it can be given here, but I strongly
recommend to anyone interested, a book of that title, written by Jeremy Hodgkinson, and published by the
History Press in 2008, and also an informative website, http://www.hammerpond.org.uk/index.htm . This is a
good point at which to recommend highly a book on the Eastern River Rother, written by Robert H Goodsall.
The author was born in 1891, served in and wrote about, the Palestine campaign of 1917/18, and thereafter
produced many accounts of aspects of Kent and South East England. Amongst them were the above-mentioned
book, and others describing the Rivers Medway, Kentish Stour, Arun and Western Rother. I know of none better
of the genre, though I did not dare to consult the relevant one, while producing my own first draft, for fear that
Mr. Goodsall’s voice would come to dominate, though I have sneaked in a few items, since. He had a wide
range and should be better known; he died in 1975, but in my opinion, his books have hardly aged.
……………………….
A village with an estimated population of just over 2000, Mayfield is not short of historical interest. The church
is dedicated to St. Dunston, a 10th century prelate, who occupies a prominent place in the history of his times.
He was born in c909, probably not very far from Glastonbury Abbey, where he became Abbot in 945. He had
relatives in high places, who furthered his preferment in the church, once he committed to a religious life, but it
is quite hard to reconcile his upwardly mobile career, with the tradition that he was a skilled worker of hot metal.
At any rate he became Bishop of Worcester, then Bishop of London, and Archbishop of Canterbury in 960,
holding the office until 978, a decade before his death. The link with Mayfield is alleged to be the founding of a
palace there, for the archbishops; perhaps it was a hall house at a staging post on their journeys westwards.
King Athelstan seems to have had little time for Dunstan, but after the death of that formidable ruler, in 939,
Dunston became a leading councillor to a succession of kings, who were either weak or had reigns of short
duration. He occasionally fell out of favour, but arguably was the leading man in the kingdom for almost 40
years, and was responsible for significant monastic reforms. Legends grew up around him, many referring to
his getting the better of the devil, and St. Dunstan ranked alongside St. Cuthbert, and St. Thomas of Canterbury
in the pantheon of English medieval saints.
Whatever St. Dunston may have built in Mayfield, nothing has survived, and the present bishops palace dates
in part to the 13th century, when it seems to have been a kind of rest home for the prelates. Perhaps it was
almost a retirement home, as three are known to have died in the palace, during the 14th century. At the time of
the Reformation, the palace was surrendered to the King by Archbishop Cranmer, and it was purchased by Sir
Thomas Gresham, not long afterwards; he certainly lived there sometimes, and Queen Elizabeth visited in 1573,
but he acquired many opulent mansions, including one in London, where he probably resided most often. He
was a very successful merchant and financier, spending part of most years in Antwerp, where apart from
furthering trading interests, he negotiated loans for King Edward VI, Queen Mary Tudor, and Queen Elizabeth
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from continental bankers, on an almost annual basis. Monarchs had to borrow money to finance their
governments at that time, to bridge gaps in their income from taxation, and the services of someone like
Gresham were indispensable. Obviously, Gresham had the opportunity to make money from this role to
augment his trading income, but he never faced serious allegations of corruption or excessive profiteering. After
the death of his heir at the age of 20, Gresham turned his mind to public benefaction, and he was responsible
for the Royal Exchange building in London, which opened in 1568; it provided accommodation for merchants to
trade and meet socially. The building was destroyed by the Great Fire of 1666, and the replacement was
destroyed by fire in 1838. The present building, largely conforms to the original lay-out with a grandiose front
portico, supported on 8 Corinthian columns, while inside there is a large rectangular courtyard surrounded by
two storeys with rooms accessed through decorated arches. Sir Thomas Gresham died suddenly in 1578, and
his will left one of his properties and finance to establish Gresham College, where advanced level lectures were
given on a wide range of subjects, making it the first further education institution in London.
The palace history thereafter is of decline
and dilapidation; in the early 19th century part
was used as a farmhouse, but the print
shows the state of the chapel then. The
buildings may have been in even worse
condition, when in the 1860s, Louisa Caton,
widow of the 7th Duke of Leeds, became
involved with the Convent of the Holy Child
Jesus, and their school in Hastings.

It

seems that she wanted to become a nun, but
in spite of the rejection of her request, the
wealthy Dowager Duchess purchased the
Mayfield estate, and must have funded the
restoration of the palace buildings, in which
a school, run by the Convent was opened in
the 1870s. Since then, the two schools have
coalesced

on

the

Mayfield

site,

and

secondary-age girls are educated there. The
buildings, shown in the postcard, with the
restored chapel on the right, have been transformed, from their ruined state, and apart from the chapel a
particularly impressive medieval banqueting hall has been restored; the archbishops had certainly enjoyed high
class accommodation.
The High Street is fairly remarkable, remembering that it is in a small village, albeit that it is rather sullied by an
excess of parked cars; the gatehouse of the school that was the archbishop’s palace is on the north side at the
east end. To its west, largely hidden by timber-framed houses, is the parish church of St. Dunston with a 13th
century tower, but mainly of the 15th century; it is Grade 1 Listed and has only been lightly restored. As one
progresses west along a fairly narrow street, a succession of interesting buildings are encountered, mainly of 2
storeys, a very few of stone, some timber-framed and some brick-built, others hung with whitewashed wooden
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slats. The old postcard shows the most
spectacular, Middle House, built in 1575 and
now a hotel. There are shops with large
windows set in older jettied buildings, some
satisfy villager’s daily needs, though there
are a few estate agencies. Several of these
buildings are old, at least in part, and were
once houses, occupied by those acquiring
wealth from the iron industry. Regrettably, on
my only visit I had barely an hour to wander
up and down this street, so detailed
descriptions of the buildings must be left to Pevsner and Nairn, as referenced. At its west end the High Street
becomes Station Road, which indicates that a railway once passed through Mayfield.
The ’Cuckoo Line’ which took its name from a fair held in Heathfield, a village on the route, linked Polegate,
7km north of Eastbourne, to Eridge, 7km south-west of Tunbridge Wells, connecting with main lines at these
termini; there was a station at Rotherfield as well as Mayfield. The stretch along the Rother valley opened in
1880, and closed as a result of Dr. Beeching’s report in 1965. It was a Light Railway, held to less stringent
requirements, in return for speed restrictions and was one of a group of 16 which came to be controlled by
Colonel H. F. Stephens. Heritage railways now operate at each end, but there is nothing of that kind near
Mayfield, where the station has become a private dwelling, and the track is now occupied by a bypass road.
Mayfield and its surrounds must have been an unruly place in earlier centuries; it was involved in the Captain
Swing riots of 1830/31, in which farm labourers demonstrated violently against low wages and loss of
employment due to mechanisation, i.e., the installation of threshing machines. The scale of the discontent in
Sussex is indicated by the fact that during the reckoning, 9 men were executed for arson and violent conduct,
400 + were transported and at least as many were imprisoned.
In the preceding century, Mayfield had been at the centre of lawless behaviour of a different kind, due to the
activities of the Mayfield smuggling gang, led by Gabriel Tomkins. He began life as a bricklayer in Tunbridge
Wells, before becoming leader of the gang, which in parties of up to 30 armed men, including many local
farmers, took wool to the south coast, from where it was shipped to France, while the gang brought back cognac,
wine and silks, for sale to the local populace, having avoided paying custom duties. They operated from 1710
until 1721, when Tomkins was captured and sentenced to 7 years transportation, whereupon he turned King's
Evidence and was released; presumably it was his information, which led to the break-up of the gang. By 1733
Tomkins was regarded as trustworthy enough to be appointed a customs officer, later, he was given charge of
the Customs House in Dartford, and then was appointed Bailiff to the Sheriff of Sussex. Certainly, a case of
setting a thief to catch a thief. He must have been close to 60 years old, when in 1741 he reverted to a life of
crime, joining the Kent-based Hawkhurst smuggling gang, which operated along the south coast, between 1735
and 1748, and he also took part in highway robberies, further afield. His renewed lawless activities were ended,
when he was arrested after a robbery of the Chester mail coach, near Bedford. Tomkins was convicted at
Bedford assizes, and hanged in March 1750.
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It is time to return to the River Rother, which
swings round the west of Mayfield, changing
its direction of flow from south to east. South
of the village the river arrives at Moat Mill,
where Mr. Chadwick’s photograph shows
that it has become a small river, though not
carrying enough water to drive a mill directly.
The mill in question was the furthest
upstream on the river, and first ground corn
in the late 18th century. It probably ceased to
operate a century later, and was converted
into a residence. It is suggested by the
referenced

book,

‘Watermills

of

East

Sussex’, published in the 1990s, that the machinery including wooden gear wheels was still in place then, as
well as a small overshot water wheel, which had driven 2 mill stones. There is another cornmill associated with
Mayfield, to the east of the village, taking its water by way of a mill pond from an un-named left bank tributary
of the River Rother. Merryweathers Mill occupied a site on which watermills were recorded in the 16 th and 17th
centuries, but little is known about the 19th century version save that its buildings were converted into a
residence, and its mill pond became a garden feature.
………………………..
The river has dropped below the 50m contour, and though it still flows between lines of trees on its banks, the
wider landscape comprises a patchwork of pastoral fields, separated by hedgerows, with only occasional
copses, stretching across a shallow valley. The High Weald is still visible more distantly on each bank, and from
there, small streams flow to join the river, which has begun to meander, a sure sign that it is descending less
rapidly. This pattern persists for 6½km, as the River Rother flows slightly north of east to arrive at the site of
Witherenden Mill, which was built in the mid-18th century, and rebuilt after a fire in 1899. It ceased to grind corn
in 1927, but was recorded as a saw mill, as late as the 1960s; it has since been demolished.
Here, the River Rother is joined by a left
bank tributary, the Tide Brook, which rises
near a hamlet called Mark Cross, named for
a medieval cross which marked the meeting
point of 3 parishes. From there the stream
flows generally south-eastwards for c9km to
meet the River Rother. Mousehall Mill is
3½km from the source, and began grinding
corn in the early 18th century, although the
main building is probably at least a century
older. It was converted to the residence,
shown in the photograph taken from the Mills
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Archive website, when the mill stopped operating at the end of the 19th century. Near the left bank here is a
hamlet called Tidebrook; the church is Victorian, but the manor house to the south-east has a Tudor wing.
Another 2½km downstream, the brook has been dammed to form a lake in the Wadhurst Park Estate, which
extends over 796ha, and incorporates a deer park.
Wadhurst Hall, near the centre of the estate was built in the second half of the 19th century, with a distinctive
tower in the front elevation. It changed hands a few times before it was requisitioned to house troops during the
2nd World War, and a lack of care, added to the expense of keeping up such estates, doubtless contributed
towards its demolition in the early 1950s. The estate was purchased in 1975, by the Swedish billionaire Hans
Rausing, joint creator of an international behemoth. Tetra Pak was founded by Ruben Rausing and built up with
the aid of Erik Wallenburg’s invention, a tetrahedron-shaped plastic-coated carton, from which the company
name was derived. In the 1960s and 1970s, the development of the Tetra Brik package and an aseptic process,
the latter allowing bacteria-free filling with products like milk, facilitated distribution and storage, not least by
eliminating the need for refrigeration. From the beginning of the 1950s to the mid-1990s, the company was
headed by Rausing's two sons, Hans and Gad, who took the company from a family business with six
employees in 1954, to a multi-national corporation. Hans Rausing sold out to his brother in 1995. Tetra Pak is
currently the largest food packaging company in the world by sales, operating in more than 160 countries and
with over 24,800 employees.
Controversy has not been absent from the
actions of the family, many of which seem to
have been driven, fairly ruthlessly, by (legal)
tax

avoidance;

Tetra

Pak

is

now

headquartered in Switzerland, and the move
by Hans Rausing to the UK was to avoid very
high Swedish taxes. Thereafter, the family
paid relatively small amounts to the British
Exchequer, taking advantage of ‘non-dom’ provisions; this did not prevent the receipt by Hans Rausing of an
honorary knighthood in 2006, presumably as a reward for his philanthropy. He died in 2019, at the age of 93.
He and his wife certainly left their mark on the landscape with their ‘New House’, completed in 1986; it is
described as post-modernist in design, and was built with a steel frame and much concrete. The design won
several architectural prizes, but given the wealth of the patrons, I wonder at their creation of a building looking
like joined-up industrial units. The photograph is of an end-elevation and should convey the general
characteristics; for those who want more information, I refer them to the Listing. Otherwise, Wadhurst Park
estate is now run with environmental considerations in mind, and the public have access to rights of way, and
other walkways.
Downstream from Wadhurst Park, the Tide Brook is joined by a substantial if un-named, tributary, which comes
in from higher ground to the north. Just west of the town of Wadhurst, its head waters flow south from the
watershed with the River Medway catchment. Streams flow east from there to Bewl Water, a multi-lobed
reservoir built in 1973, and occupying 308ha. The outflow northwards is the River Bewl, which flows to the River
Medway, by way of the Rivers Teise and Beult. The course of the un-named tributary of the Tide Brook is close
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to the Tunbridge Wells to Hastings Railway;
this line opened in 1851 as a branch of the
South-Eastern Railway, and remains open
today. The station near the confluence of the
Tide Brook and the River Rother is called
Stonegate after a nearby village; it made
national headlines in 2014, when a wealthy
banker, commuting to London, was caught
fare-dodging. It wasn’t a one-off oversight.
The banker had been travelling free for
several years, and paid more than £40000 to
escape prosecution. The River Rother,
shown in the photograph, remains small, in
spite of the augmentation by several
tributaries, but it has now dropped below the 30m contour, and arable fields are in view beside its banks. After
a Z-bend it sets off again eastwards, and it is reasonable to conclude that it is leaving the upper reaches, after
flowing for c14½km.

3. The Middle Reach
At the beginning of this stretch, the River Rother flows in a shallow valley between low hills, on the other side
of which flow tributaries, the River Dudwell to the south, and the River Limden to the north. On the ridge to the
south is the small town of Burwash, granted a market and fair in the mid-13th century; the church of St
Bartholomew has a tower dating to the late 11th century. It was probably aisleless and quite narrow when built,
but arcades replaced the original walls in the next two centuries, and a distinctive broach tower was added in
the 14th century. However, the restoration in the 19th century amounted almost to a rebuild, so much of the
stonework, and windows date from then. The houses in the centre are an attractive mix, with hanging tiles,
whitewashed wooden slats, red bricks, and whitewashed stone fabric visible on both sides of a narrow High
Street.
However,

Burwash

nowadays,

is

overshadowed by Batemans, to the southwest, beside the left bank of the River
Dudwell, now a National Trust property, but
the home of Rudyard Kipling from 1902, until
his death in 1936. There, his son, John and
a daughter grew up, the former to meet his
death when 18 years old at the Battle of Loos
in 1915. The house is dated to 1634, built for
an ironmaster, and as shown in the
photograph it is asymmetric because a north
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wing was knocked down. It had gradually fallen in status, and was a rather dilapidated farm house, when
purchased by Kipling. The fabric is sandstone, and it is ‘double-pile’ or two rooms deep, and of two storeys. The
windows are mullioned and the roof has an row of six diamond-shaped red brick chimney stacks. The interior
is as it was in the time of the Kiplings. The garden was created by Kipling from 1907, using the prize money
from his award of the Nobel Prize in Literature; he was the first British author to receive the award, a mark of
his status in the early part of the 20th century. He was remarkably versatile and prolific; probably his short stories
and poetry are the stand-outs in his oeuvre, influenced in later years by his surroundings in Sussex, and books
like the much-filmed Jungle Book have kept him in the public eye. His poem ‘If’ contains many memorable
couplets, including;
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same:
And he is said to have provided his cousin, Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin, with the great put-down for the
press barons, claiming that they sought;
Power without responsibility - the prerogative of the harlot throughout the ages
Of course, his blimpish appearance in later years, and imperialist views, made him a target for the liberal literati
of the later 20th century, not least George Orwell, whose personal criticism was vicious, but Kiplings reputation
has survived, because of his mastery of his craft. He refused knighthoods and other national awards, but was
buried in Westminster Abbey.
Park Watermill is beside the River Dudwell,
on the Batemans estate. The first watermill
on the site may have been built in the 13th
century, but the present version, which is
housed in a brick and weather-boarded
building, dates to 1795; by the late-19th
century, there were 3 mill stones grinding
corn. It was disused when Kipling bought
Batemans,

but

he

had

the

building

renovated, and a turbine was fitted to supply
electricity to the house, by way of a long
cable and large storage batteries. The
National Trust renovated the mill in the early
1970s,

with

aid

from

the

army;

the

waterwheel was replaced in 2015, the mill
now regularly grinds corn, watched by visitors. A large mill pond is topped up by springs, though a dry lade
leading from the River Dudwell can be seen. The photograph taken by Mr. Williams shows the much repaired
inner workings, of the 19th century mill. The waterwheel beyond the wall on the right of the photograph, rotates
the shaft carrying the cogged pit wheel in the lower right, and the rotation is transmitted to the vertical shaft by,
the cogged wallower wheel. Near the roof, the spur wheel on this shaft engages with two stone nuts at each
side of the photograph, and the shafts above them pass through the floor, and rotate two runner stones, above
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fixed bed stones, so grinding corn. Apart from transmitting the rotation, the arrangement increases its speed,
and in some form was mirrored in most watermills.
Having come to the River Dudwell, I will briefly consider this
tributary. It rises in woodland to the west of Batemans, just to
the east of the pictured monument, erected in the late-18th
century, to commemorate the mysterious rebel leader Jack
Cade, who is said to have been mortally wounded nearby,
though some dispute the location. England was in a disturbed
state in the spring of 1450, the 100 Years War with France
was ending with the loss of all English possessions in France
except Calais, the chief power in the land for the previous
decade, the 1st Duke of Suffolk had been exiled and
murdered, and King Henry VI, was at best feckless and
perhaps intermittently imbecilic. Jack Cade led 20000
Kentish protesters, mainly farmworkers and artisans to
London. They had support in the capital at first, and were
allowed through the gate protecting London Bridge in early
July; their capture and murder of the hated Lord Treasurer, Lord Saye and Sele did not damage their cause,
but they then embarked on a general rampage of looting and destruction. They were driven out of London,
across London Bridge to Southwark. After a failed attempt to force their way back across the bridge, they were
offered and accepted a pardon and redress of grievances, conditional on their dispersal. When they complied,
the pardon was withdrawn and Jack Cade was intercepted on 12 th July, dying shortly after his capture. Thus,
he was spared a traitor’s brutal death but his corpse was dismembered, and body parts were displayed around
Kent. Nothing is known for certain about Cade’s origins, or how he was able to assume leadership of the
rebellion, though some have thought that he was an agent of Richard, Duke of York, heir to throne, who was in
semi-exile in Ireland.
There were two other watermills in the River Dudwell catchment, namely, Cox’s Mill on a right bank tributary
upstream of Park Mill, and Dudwell Mill, just downstream, but little is known about either. The roads in this area
were notorious, before the turnpikes were established. Goodsall tells the tale that a traveller was picking his
way in gingerly fashion along a very muddy road, when he spotted a hat; he aimed a kick at it and heard a
shout. On lifting the hat, he saw a man’s head slowly sinking, just above the road surface. Local villagers came
with ropes and hauled the man out, and then the horse he was sitting on, both none the worse. Unlikely, but it
makes a point. From Dudwell mill, the river continues, generally eastwards to where it completes its course of
c13½km by flowing into the right bank of the River Rother, beside the village of Etchingham. In order to reach
that point the parent river flows eastwards in a broad valley, through a quiet landscape of cultivated fields, in
close company with the Tunbridge Wells to Hastings Railway, before swinging southwards. The River Rother is
joined at its left bank here, by the River Limden, which has pursued a parallel course, north of the River Rother,
through more wooded surrounds, without passing any especially noteworthy feature.
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Etchingham is a pleasant leafy village, with a longish High Street aligned east/west, but although the buildings
are varied, they do not compare in distinction with those in some of the upstream villages; the 14th century
church and a railway station are at the east end of the High Street, just short of a modern bridge over the River
Rother. Bugsell Mill was a short distance downstream, on the site of a Tudor forge; the 19th century watermill
was unusual in having two waterwheels, one over-shot, the other breast-shot, with both capable of driving two
millstones. The mill closed in 1924, and since has been comprehensively demolished. It seems from 19th century
maps that the tail race from this mill formed part of an ancient channel, which took water to the next mill
downstream, Robertsbridge Watermill. The channel may have been dug as early as the 13 th century, when
monks moved to Robertsbridge Abbey, and by a skilful choice of route, water was delivered at a height sufficient
to feed an overshot waterwheel. In more modern times, an 18th century mill had to be rebuilt after a fire destroyed
it in 1903, but it continued grinding corn until the 1960s, albeit with an electric motor to increase output.
The River Rother is braided as it approaches Robertsbridge, on the right bank, and flooding seems to have
been frequent. The village grew up to service the needs of the aforementioned abbey, a Cistercian house
founded by Robert de St. Martin in 1176, on a site near the centre of the village of Robertsbridge. He had a
bridge built to replace a ford over the river, north of the abbey, hence the name. The abbey was rebuilt, probably
on larger scale, 1½km to the east, close to the right bank of the River Rother, in the early-13th century, but the
village did not move with it because the bridge brought traffic and trade. The abbey, which was a daughter
house of Boxley Abbey, (on the northern outskirts of Maidstone), seems to have been populated by between 9
and 12 monks for most of its history, and being Cistercian, there will also have been at least twice as many lay
brothers in residence in its early years. The abbot was sent with the abbot of Boxley in 1192 to locate the

missing King Richard I, held hostage in Bavaria on his return journey after the 3rd Crusade. Having found
him, they were sent back to England to raise his ransom. The abbots continued as Royal envoys into the
13th century and in 1225 the abbey was visited by the young King Henry III. Thereafter the abbey became
less prominent, not least, because its lands suffered from flooding. Nonetheless the income was £248 in
the 1530s, (equivalent to £155000 in purchasing power, now), near-median for the order.
It was suppressed in 1538, and Goodsall recounts the rather unusual follow-up. The precinct was granted to Sir
William Sidney, of Penshurst Place (grandfather of Sir Philip) and he set up an iron manufactury there. The
furnace and forge, powered by water from a hammer pool, at first produced iron bars, but later in the 16th
century, Dutch workers were brought in with a view to making steel. Whether that venture was successful,
seems doubtful, but the business as a whole thrived. Abbey buildings housed forges and rolling mills and
provided accommodation, for management and the workforce. The proximity to the River Rother, navigable to
this point enable the products to be boated out, conferring a considerable economic advantage over more
isolated forges. The Abbey Ironworks continued in production as long as most in the Weald, perhaps boosted
for the need for armaments, like the cannons produced there, to help fight Britain’s frequent wars, until it also
was killed off by the competition from Coalbrookdale and Carron Ironworks, with easy access to coal, towards
the end of the 18th century. Thereafter, most of the abbey buildings suffered a more common fate for those of
suppressed religious houses. The abbot’s house, presumably more or less continuously occupied during the
ironmaking years, became a farmhouse. Original 13th century elements, including a king-post roof and an
undercroft survive. Ruins of a warming house, refectory and lay-brothers range are in the garden, and
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foundations of a ‘secondary gatehouse’ (not
the main entrance) have been uncovered.
The above-ground ruins and the adapted
abbot’s house with its red roof are shown in
the photograph. The outline of the abbey
church is only marked by lines of parched
grass,

sometimes

visible

on

aerial

photographs; it probably did not long survive
the Dissolution. The idea of housing
industrial equipment in a church would
surely have been seen as blasphemous in
the 16th century. There are earthworks,
which were once water courses, most likely associated with supply of water to the waterwheels of the ironworks,
but others of greater age might have been part of a moat around the precinct, or fishponds.
Many houses in Robertsbridge survive from
the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries, though
most have modified exteriors. The example
in the photograph is Rosebank cottage,
chosen for its aesthetic appeal. They add up
to a fascinating village-scape. Rosebank
cottage is a 14th century timber-framed
building of Wealden type, altered in the 16th
century. It had a central hall, set back from
2-storey wings at each end. Below the
steeply-pitched red tiled roof, there is a
crown

post

framework;

the

hall

had

casement windows and the wings were tile
hung, though the whitewash is a later,
perhaps unfortunate innovation. These houses were built for prosperous ironmasters and merchants; I have
only spent a bare hour walking around Robertsbridge, but for those interested in old buildings it is worth a day
at least. One puzzle was the absence of a parish church, and it was only later that I found that Robertsbridge is
in the parish of Salehurst, now just a hamlet across the river from the abbey ruins.
The church of St. Mary the Virgin dates in part back to the 12 th century, but of more interest is a tomb in the
graveyard, which holds the remains of Lord and Lady Milner. Alfred Milner was born in Germany in 1854, but
received most of his education in England. He spend time in Egypt ordering that country’s finances, before
becoming chairman of the Inland Revenue Board in the 1890s. Then, he was appointed High Commissioner of
British South Africa by Joseph Chamberlain, the Colonial Secretary. His aggressive policies towards the
adjacent Boer statelets were a major factor leading to the outbreak of the Boer War in 1899, but when the British
army eventually achieved victory, he adopted a conciliatory posture towards the Boer statelets of Transvaal and
Orange Free State, integrating them successfully with the adjacent British colonies. Of course, his attitude
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towards the majority black population meets with disapproval today, but we should celebrate the fact that we
have moved on, rather than wasting criticising him for conforming to the norms of the early years of the 20 th
century.
Milner returned to England in 1905, by this time a viscount, and, himself unmarried, he had begun a long-lasting
affair with the wife of an army officer, Lord Edward Cecil. He largely vanished from public view until 1916, though
involved with successful business enterprises, but then he became a very influential member of Prime Minister,
David Lloyd George’s War Cabinet. He had a large role in the appointment of Marshal Ferdinand Foch as
Generalissimo of the allied armies in France, during the crisis caused by the German Offensive of March 1918,
and he was a signatory to the Treaty of Versailles. After the end of the 1st World War, Lord Milner served as
Colonial Secretary until he retired in 1921, when he finally married his widowed mistress, Lady Violet Cecil. She
had lived in a fine Jacobean house, Great Wigsell, just north-west of Salehurst, for almost 20 years, and Lord
Milner resided there until his death in 1925, hence the burial in Salehurst church graveyard, though he is also
commemorated by a plaque in Westminster Abbey. Whatever one thinks of his strongly imperialistic views, he
was an extremely capable administrator, who achieved his goals in most tasks he undertook.
The Tunbridge Wells and Hastings Railway continues south from Robertsbridge, parting company with the River
Rother. In 1900 the first trains ran on a light railway line which became the Kent and East Sussex railway linking
Robertsbridge to Headcorn in Kent, and main lines between Maidstone, Ashford and Dover. It was a light
railway, engineered to lower and less expensive specifications, and trains were limited to low speeds. The line
had a convoluted history, which doesn’t belong here, and was closed to all traffic in 1961. The Rother Valley
Railway was formed to reconstruct the section of the line between Robertsbridge and Bodiam, further
downstream, as part of a heritage project intended eventually to restore the whole Robertsbridge to Headcorn
route. As yet no trains have run on this section, but substantial progress has been made as regards track-laying
and bridge restoration. From Robertsbridge, the River Rother resumes a course, slightly north of east, and after
flowing for 5½ km reaches Bodiam Bridge. Shortly before reaching that point, the flow rate is measured at Udiam
metering station; the mean value is 32000 gallons per minute, so the River Rother is reasonably described as
small at this point.
Bodiam Bridge is located where a Roman
bridge, which was part of a causeway
crossing the flooded alluvial plain through
which the River Rother flowed at that time.
The earliest medieval bridge, most likely
wooden, was built in the late 14th century,
and the present hump-backed bridge, shown
in the photograph was constructed of bricks,
in 1797. There are 3 segmental arches, the
central one of greater span; the small craft
passing under the right hand arch is an indicator that pleasure boats, can navigate up to this point in the river,
if not much further, as did commercial boats in earlier times. Bodiam village is on the left bank, and here is the
most iconic building in the catchment.
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Bodiam Castle was built before 1392 by Edward Dalyngrigge, a valued servant of King Richard II, and held by
that family until 1470, when it passed by marriage to Sir Thomas Lewknor. An adherent to the Lancastrian cause
during the Wars of the Roses, he eventually forfeited the castle in 1483, but recovered it after the accession of
King Henry VII. His family remained in possession, until the late-16th century, but thereafter it changed hands
quite often. The owner at the start of the Civil War was a prominent Royalist named Turton, but he was fined
heavily, and sold it to a Parliamentarian named Nathanial Powell in 1644. This did not save the castle from
sleighting by Parliamentary order, to render it indefensible, and it is unlikely that it was inhabited thereafter.
Inevitably, it decayed, and was close to being quarried, a couple of times, before the Marquis Curzon acquired
it, carried out remedial work, and presented it to the National Trust in 1925. The castle, built of Wadhurst
sandstone, is of the enclosure type, near the middle of a wide surrounding moat; the main access was by way
of a bridge, a barbican and a gatehouse to the north, though there was a second entrance, accessible by boat,
in a southern postern tower. To give an idea of scale, the outer walls define a rectangle of dimensions, 39 X
35m, the towers are of diameter, c7.3m, and the gatehouse is 20m high. The castle defences appear strong,
but this may be an illusion as the relatively shallow moat could have been drained and some of its buildings are
relatively thin-walled and more decorative than fortified. The drone photograph is a view from the south-west.
As can be seen the outer walls and towers are more or less intact, but the buildings around the inner courtyard
are ruinous. In my view, and I have seen a few, there aren’t many more photogenic ruins in the country.

Downstream from Bodiam, the River Rother is joined at its left bank by a smallish stream called the Kent Ditch,
which brings the border between Kent and East Sussex to the river, so from here on, Kent is on the left bank,
and East Sussex on the right. Near the confluence, a lade from the Kent Ditch supplied water to Bodiam Mill
which seems to have ground corn with 4 pairs of stones, from the late 18th century to the 1940s when its buildings
were destroyed by a fire. The navigable River Rother would have transported wheat in and taken flour out. Near
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the right bank is the village of Northiam. I arrived there, mainly to see Great Dixter House, and its gardens, and
I should say at once that the latter are certainly worth visiting, but the house, in spite of its timber framing, is not
what it seems to be. The original house with its 15th century hall still stands, but in 1912, Sir Edwin Lutyens,
attached behind it, another timber framed house, dismantled and brought from elsewhere, and added other
features of his own design; the result in my eyes is a pastiche, though tastes differ. I then went into the centre
of the village and peered through railings at 17th century Brickwall House, now a school; here again I was rather
disappointed, because later alterations and additions have rendered it irredeemably flashy. At least, the oak
tree, dated to the 16th century, and on the village green, is authentic, as I hope, is the assertion that Queen
Elizabeth took tea there in 1573; a pair of green slippers, kept in the said school, are alleged to have been hers.
An 18½km length of the Kent and East Sussex Heritage Railway, fully restored since closure, passes through
Northiam, carrying mostly trains hauled by steam engines; it will eventually link with the aforementioned length
of restored track between Robertsbridge and Bodiam Castle.
The oldest bridge on the River Rother is a
short

distance

further

downstream,

at

Newenden, 6km downstream from Bodiam
Bridge, and c26km from the source of the
river. The bridge is shown behind one of the
boats, which carry tourists, upstream to
Bodiam, and downstream towards Rye. The
slightly humped bridge was built in 1706,
though it looks older, partly by design
because it was given medieval features, and
partly, because its sandstone rubble fabric
has suffered a great deal of wear. The 3 arches are segmental with single flush arch rings, and the central,
navigation arch spans c7m. The roadway is 4.6m wide, and judging by the similarity between its 2 faces, it has
not been widened. There are cutwaters on the broad piers, at each face, cut off at arch height, and there are
curiously irregular string courses.
Newenden is a very small village, though it
has a fairly long history, as a market town
and a port. Lossenham Carmelite Friary was
founded to its east in c1250, but all that is
known is that there was a fire in 1275 which
required it to be rebuilt, and that it was
suppressed in the 1530s; there are no visible
remains. The parish church of St. Peter is a
curious building, shown in the photograph. It
seems that quite a large church was built in
the 13th century, and since then there has
been a continuous process of downsizing.
This began in the 15th century with the
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narrowing of the aisles, then in c1700, the chancel collapsed, and the tower was pulled down; presumably the
east end of the nave functioned as the chancel until the 1930s when it was pulled down, and the small chancel
in view was built. Before then the small tower and steeple had been added; the church has a 12th century stone
font. To the north-east of the village, on the right bank of a watercourse called Hexden Channel, there are
earthworks; an outer circular enclosure has been linked to a 9 th century burh, while an inner rectangular
fortification is thought to have been built in response to a 13th century invasion scare. The village of Newenden
now amounts to little more than two streets with a scattering of modern, upmarket houses. This marks the end
of the middle reach of the River Rother, but before proceeding downstream, mention must be made of a change
in landscape, which began as far upstream as Bodiam.
The High Levels are at the western extremity
of an open, expansive landscape of grazed
wet meadows, crisscrossed by reed filled
ditches, on each bank of the River Rother.
This windswept landscape of wide skies with
few trees and hedges is framed in the southwest against the dramatic and distinctive
backdrop of the South Downs and in the north east the High Weald, but both seem quite distant. The land has
been intermittently under water for centuries, and the signs of man-made reclamation are obvious in the network
of ditches. The agriculture is predominantly pastoral with sheep the commonest herbivore, but there are arable
fields. Trees are scarce, mainly stunted wind-blown hawthorn and willow. The photograph shows the river
drifting through these flatlands, though it should be remembered that on the left bank at least, it still receives
water from tributaries with sources on the High Weald.
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4. The Lower Reach, the Military Canal, Tributaries, and the River Rother Estuary

Any historical account of the River Rother becomes complex downstream of Newenden because of fairly
dramatic changes in the course of the river. The map, is taken from the admirable e-book, Rother Country,
written by Bob Chantler, and the words which follow also lean on it, the document is accessible, at the web
address, https://ia902705.us.archive.org/9/items/bub_gb_NM9QqVII7ToC/bub_gb_NM9QqVII7ToC.pdf, The
author is local, and the document certainly overlaps with this one though the emphasis and context differ. The
e-book, like this account, is freely available.
Referring to the map above, it can be seen that the first recorded course of the river diverged northwards from
the present course, passing to the north of the Isle of Oxney. From there, the River Liman, as it was known
then, flowed eastwards to Lympne, named for it, the site of a Roman harbour and guarding fort, and Hythe.
Silting and movements of sand and shingle seem to have blocked the estuary by the middle of the 4 th century;
parts of this process may have been gradual, but storms would have speeded the process. As a result, flooding
must have taken place over the marshes upstream, and relatively quickly a new course was created, leading to
Romney, the first change shown on the map. The new stretch would have been tidal and navigable, allowing
lighters to take commodities from Bodiam, to Romney where they could be transferred to sea-going ships at
Romney. Settlements were established at Smallhythe and Appledore on navigable stretches of the river.
Probably, the same processes that caused the first change, i.e., longshore drift of sand and shingle and
deposition of river sediment, took place at the new estuary, and the Great Storm of 1287, made matters worse.
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The course of events thereafter is not entirely clear, but in the first half of the 13th century the Rhee Wall (an
artificial channel enclosed by earth banks) was dug southwards from Appledore to New Romney in an attempt
to improve the flow of water downstream and the upstream tidal flow, and to free the harbour of New Romney
from accumulating silt. A century later the problem of silting was still acute and another remedy was sought. In
the 1330s the Knelle Dam was built at the west end of the Isle of Oxney to divert all water reaching that point
along the River Rother from the High Weald, north of the Isle as far as Appledore, preventing leakage onto
marshes to the south. Water was turned south there to reach Rye, through the widened Appledore Water and
the Appledore Arm of the sea, on the east coast of the Isle of Oxney, the second change, on the above sketch
map. The old northern course is now represented by a channel known as the Reading Sewer, though that name
should not be taken to imply that it carries effluent. It should be noted that these changes paralleled major efforts
to reclaim the marsh, begun before the Norman Conquest; an early manifestation was the Great Wall of
Appledore, an earth rampart which pursues a sinuous course from Appledore to the south-west of Lydd, behind
which drainage created agricultural land. Eventually these schemes changed the shape of the coastline and
narrowed estuaries and inlets.
The 14th century measures improved matters, and in particular, allowed the development of Appledore as a
port, but silting increased, especially upstream from Appledore, where there was almost no gradient to drive the
river flow anyway, so a vicious circle was created, as obstruction led to yet more flooding. The solution which
was adopted, seems quite drastic because it removed the river flow which had maintained the channel
connecting Appledore to the sea, making silting inevitable and so carried the seeds of destruction of the port
there. In 1635, the River Rother was redirected to the south of the Isle of Oxney, by making a new cut, from
Maytham to Blackwall, sometimes called the Otter Channel, to meet the Appledore Arm of the sea. The
problems with flooding were by no means at an end, but the canalisation of the Appledore Arm which continued
the River Rother, as land was reclaimed helped, as did the building of dykes set back from the banks.
Scots Float Sluice was installed in 1734,
7½km downstream of Blackwall to prevent
tidal seawater from passing upstream and
backing up the river at the points vulnerable
to flooding. This account is greatly simplified,
as the present configuration was only
reached after many steps, some abortive,
involving the making of channels, new cuts
and confining walls, while at the same time
reclamation schemes were also impacting
on the water flows. The complex array of
channels and dykes to be seen on modern
maps is certainly confusing. The photograph shows the gates on the new sluice installed at Scots Float in 1985;
one gate incorporates a lock which allows passage of small powered boats, but the main function is to prevent
passage of tidal sea water upstream, so reducing the danger of flooding. Having explained changes in a river
course, which are almost unique in scale during recorded British history, it is now time to pick up the journey
again at Maytham Wharf, to follow the more recent and present course of the River Rother. The river receives
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water from the Hexden Channel here, at a mean rate of 4000 gallons per minute, raising the mean flow rate to
36000 gallons per minute. Downstream, the river is fed by drainage channels, and unmetered tributaries join,
while water is pumped into the Royal Military Canal. Tidal effects make sensible river flow measurement
downstream of the sluice impossible; these factors combine to make any estimate of the discharge rate from
the River Rother at its mouth no better than a guess.
………………………
So, the River Rother now bounds the west
and south of the Isle of Oxney, while the
north of the Isle is delineated by the Reading
Sewer, which carries water into the river, a
reversal in flow direction from when it was
part of the river itself; this is an indication of
the lack of a significant gradient, which made
it prone to overflow its banks before current
arrangements touched on previously were
put in place. The Isle, which is wholly in Kent,
is roughly oval about 10km long, from east
to west, and 5km broad from north to south,
bounded in the east by the Royal Military
Canal. There is a backbone of hilly upland,
above 60m high in parts, running lengthwise
through the middle, with an escarpment to
the south, but the surrounds are low and
consist of marshes, famous for the quantity
of grass which they produce, which once fed
the Oxen which may have given the Isle its
name. The largest settlement is Wittersham,
on the said ridge, with a population of less
than a thousand. It is pleasant rather than memorable, but I will pause to look at two buildings within easy reach.
The first is Stocks Windmill, shown in the photograph, which is a white weatherboard post mill mounted on a
single storey roundhouse, driving two pairs of grindstones. The date 1781 is carved into the main post, but there
is speculation that the mill may be older, having been moved to the present location at that date. It last operated
commercially in c1900, but was preserved by its owner, a noted actor, Norman Forbes-Robertson. In recent
years it has been restored, and transferred to a Trust who have opened the windmill to the public, though it is
not in full working order.
Paistre Court is a 17th century house, which was given a new frontage in the 18th century; the site is encircled
by a medieval moat, and at one time there was an older building there. However, of more interest are the two
nearby oast houses. These buildings are a common sight in Kent and East Sussex, though most have now
been converted into dwellings. Hops were introduced to England in the 16th century as a means of flavouring
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beer. When picked, the green hops contain
upwards of 80% moisture, and must be dried
to reduce that content below 10%; initially
this was done without special arrangements
by laying them out in the corner of a barn for
weeks. However, the taste caught on in a big
way, and the distinctive oast houses began
to appear in the early 17th century. The
photograph of Paistre Court shows two to
the right of the house.

They are round

buildings, though the earliest versions were
square. Wood was replaced by charcoal as
furnace fuel, soon after the oast houses
were introduced. The distinctive cowls (used
also above grain-drying houses), maximised
the updraft, carrying away the hot moistureladen gases. The schematic shows the
arrangements; the green hops were laid
upon

perforated

floors

covered

with

horsehair, above the furnaces. The hops
were dried for c9 hours, after which they
were taken off the kiln and allowed to cool,
before being packed tightly into ‘pockets’,
weighing 1½ hundredweight, by a hop
pressing machine, which had cogs and
wheels worked by hand. Electrical heating came in during the 20th century, rendering thousands of oast houses
redundant; some were demolished but many were converted to form part of distinctive houses.
There is not much more to say about the
8km long stretch of the canalised River
Rother, flowing south then east, to arrive at
Iden Lock. There the river turns south, and
the Grand Military Canal stretches away
northwards. The aerial photograph looks
south, with the canal at the bottom of the
frame, next to a lock. This enabled the
passage of ships to and from the River
Rother, which leaves the frame on the top
right, becoming a part of the Grand Military
Canal. The bridge carries the Grand Military
Road, which parallels the canal along its
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whole length of 45km, from Hythe near
Folkstone to the sea east of Hastings,
following the route shown in the map.
Between the lock and Appledore, the canal
passes the village of Stone on the Isle of
Oxney on the west bank, while Romney
Marsh is on the east bank. Stone is
noteworthy because of the discovery of a
Roman Mithraic altar close to the 15th
century church of St. Mary, fine building in
Perpendicular style. Evidence of an old
docking facility is beside the canal here, a
reminder that the canal is on the line followed
by the River Rother, between the 13th and
17th centuries, when Appledore was a busy
port. Appledore is shown in the drone view,
which looks north along the main street, with
the Grand Military Canal on the right, and the
landscape

of

Romney

Marsh

extends

towards the horizon. Standing on slightly
elevated ground, the church of St Peter and
St Paul is also in view; it is largely Perpendicular in style, having been rebuilt after it was burnt by the French in
1380. Nothing of the original church mentioned in the Domesday Book now exists, but the 13th century tower
and the north chapel did survive the French raid. The north chapel may well date from the 12 th century, when it
was, probably, a small detached chapel in its own. It subsequently became the north chapel of the larger
building, and has since had various uses including schoolroom, vestry and organ chamber. From Appledore
eastwards; the canal approximates to the route followed by the ancient River Limon, before 350 AD as the River
Rother was called. However, the course to Hythe and Lympne is not by any stretch within the River Rother
catchment, so I shall not follow it there.
The canal was built between 1804 and 1809, the brainchild of an army staff officer Lieutenant Colonel Brown,
with the aim of providing a barrier to Napoleon’s army of invasion, should the Emperor manage to get across
the channel, and land near Romney. William Pitt the Younger threw his political weight behind it, otherwise it
would never have been built. The belief that a glorified ditch, 10m wide, and 0.15m deep. would halt an army
that had made opposed crossings of some of the great rivers of Europe, seems an extreme example of wishful
thinking, notwithstanding the clever trick of building the canal with frequent kinks, to allow cannon to fire along
each stretch. By the time it was completed, fears of an invasion were a few years in the past. The government
sought to turn the canal into a commercial entity in the hope that tolls on canal boats, carrying goods and
passengers, would get back some of the £250000 that it had cost to build, (equivalent to at least £250 million
today). They had little success, even before the establishment of the railway network, but the canal remained
open until the 1930s, when its line was refortified, this time with pillboxes and other 20th century defences, which
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might have made it more of a barrier, if Hitler
had got an army across the English Channel.
It was not tested, but as suggested by the
lower photograph, in the years since, the
Grand Military Canal has become a valued
leisure resource, used for boating, fishing,
and walking, and a linear wild life haven. I
have

found

the

website,

https://theromneymarsh.net/royal-militarycanal, very helpful and the site has much to
say of general interest about the marsh skirted by the river.
A stretch of the River Rother, has been part of the Royal Military Canal since 1809, from where it begins its last
reach flowing towards the sea. On the left bank, low-lying Romney Marsh, and its constituent, Walland Marsh
extend eastwards, intersected by the drainage channels, which have played a large part in changing it from a
real marsh into productive agricultural land. Just as with ancient forests, the name can mislead, since Romney
Marsh has probably never been all bogs and pools of stagnant water, but it has been transformed, into valuable
agricultural land by reclamation initiatives which have taken place since the 13 th century. Thereafter, large flocks
of sheep produced great quantities of wool much of which was exported either legally or illegally. This brings us
back to smuggling, which was even more prevalent than further upstream on the River Rother, especially during
the Napoleonic War (1802 - 1815), when the authorities had other matters to concern them.

A Coast

Blockade Service was created in 1816 following the country’s huge loss of revenue due to what was then
considered by some to be a lack of success by the Customs and Revenue Services in coping with the smuggling
problem. By 1820, there were 6708 officers and men, including 2375 men on 31 Royal Navy ships, operating in
Kent at a total cost per annum of just under £521,000 attempting to reduce the scale of the problem, a
staggeringly large commitment. To improve co-ordination, the Coastguard Service came into operation in 1822.
Large smuggling gangs were indeed broken up and their members were captured, but the problems for the
authorities did not end there. There were many customers amongst the well-to-do, including magistrates,
squires, and parsons, and some were more deeply involved, so that sentences were often lighter than decreed.
Reduction of duties in the 1820s probably helped by cutting the profit margins for smuggled goods, but it was
well through the 19th century before the Romney Marshes trade died away.
Beyond the right bank, the scene is completely different; the ground rises towards 100m, and the landscape is
that of the southern outlier of the High Weald, with its clay and sandstone underlay. The pattern is of copses
and small fields, mainly of pasture, separated by hedges. Fast-flowing streams feed the River Rother to the
north, and its east-flowing tributaries, the Rivers Tillingham and Brede. The river itself, looks like the canal it has
become, with the drift of water, hardly perceptible as it makes its way along the 4½ km past Iden Lock, to arrive
at Rye.
……………………………
Rye is now a small town with a population of c5000, located on a hilltop above the right bank of the River Rother.
It has a long history as a seaport because before the River Rother took its present course, Rye was at the head
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of an inlet from the sea, the Rye Camber; it was a port from Roman times, when Wealden iron was shipped out,
and commodities like the wine demanded by Romans abroad, came into the country. The name is thought to
derive from an Anglo-Saxon word for an island. There were two pre-conquest nunneries in Rye, but both were
destroyed in the 840s by Danish invaders. In the early 11th century, the town was in the coastal strip, extending
to Hastings which was made over to Fécamp Abbey in Normandy, where much of the planning for the invasion
of England in 1066, was carried out. The territory was returned to English control in 1247, after which the town
became associated with the Cinq Ports Confederation, along with its neighbour to the west, Winchelsea, as the
‘Two Ancient Towns’. The Ports were Hastings, New Romney, Hythe, Dover and Sandwich, though Rye took
the place of New Romney after a storm which blocked its harbour in 1287. There were in total 42 ports in the
confederation, distributed round the coasts of Kent, and Sussex, with one north of the Thames, Brightlingsea,
and by charter they were required to provide 57 ships to the English Kings in time of war, in return for trading
privileges.
As a result, Rye was in the front line, even
before the 100 Years War broke out; the
town was briefly occupied by French forces
in 1217 during French attempts to conquer
England after the death of King John, and in
1249 King Henry III ordered the construction
of a castle at Rye, which was augmented by
town walls in the next century. The view in
the photograph is from the north-west, and
the masts are of ships moored on the River
Brede. However, the French attacked in
1339, 1360 and 1377 causing much damage
in the town and killing many inhabitants. The
response was curious as the castle was
demilitarised, and in 1430 sold to a John de Ypres for conversion into a private home. It had been known as
Baddings Castle, but thereafter it has been called Ypres Tower. In 1494 it was leased back to the town and
used as a prison, a function retained until 1865; it then became the town’s morgue until 1959, when it became
a museum. It is near the right bank of the River Rother, immediately upstream of where it is joined by the River
Brede, and where it is left by the Grand Military Canal, which follows the tributary upstream. It is a small square
building of side, 7.5m, built of sandstone rubble, with a round tower of diameter, 3.8m, at each corner. The walls
are about 1m thick, hardly enough to suggest that defence could have been seriously in mind. Adjoining the
Tower to the east is a short length of the 14th century town wall surmounted by the only two battlements, which
survive. The wall was built after the French raid of 1377, and had 4 gateways; the Landgate survives,
impressively with arches of different form above the gate passage.
There were two friaries in Rye, an Augustinian (Austin Friary) was at first located below a cliff, east of the town,
but in 1378, following a French raid, it acquired a new site in the north-centre of the town. It had been founded
in 1350. Little is known about its history, but it was fairly small, with numbers of friars falling to near-zero in
c1450, before recovering somewhat. It was suppressed in 1538. The only survival is the chapel, a one-chamber
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14th century building which has had an extra
floor added, and now allegedly serves as a
pottery workshop. The photograph is of the
rather unprepossessing building as it stands
now, which is on the Buildings at Risk
Register. The Friars of the Sack also had a
house in Rye, between 1263 and 1307, part
of which may have been in a building known
as ‘The Old Stone House’, but there is little
further information available. To complete
the account of the old religious buildings in
Rye, the parish church of St. Mary is a large
cruciform building, which dates back to the
mid-12th century.

The nave is late-12th

century and the unusually long chancel and
chapels are 13th century; rebuilding in the
14th and 15th centuries, included the crossing
tower and some of the chancel. The latter
was necessitated by damage done by the
French raiders in 1377, and as a result of the
decline in the town’s prosperity, probably took a long time, which may explain the differences between the
crossing arches. There was substantial work done in a restoration of 1882, but the main characteristics of the
church were not changed.
The church is hemmed in on all except the
south side, by the narrow streets of Rye, one
reason for the absence of a photograph, the
other is a certain lack of a wow factor, for me
the church was not memorable, whereas
much of Rye is just that, albeit that as might
be predicted, cars blight the narrow streets.
The photograph of the High Street, taken a
decade ago, around the time when I first
visited, makes both points. It may be that no
particular building is very distinguished, but
together they make up one of the most
interesting shopping streets that I have
seen, with the jettied façades, and traditional
multi-pane windows. Most of the buildings are of the 18th and 19th centuries but there are a few of greater age
scattered around the town. Amongst them are the Old Hospital, a timber-framed building that dates to the 15th
century, and the Old Grammar School on the High Street, erected in 1636 in Dutch style. Lamb House was built
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in 1722 by James Lamb, a wealthy wine merchant and local politician. In the winter of 1726, King George I was
accommodated at the house, after his ship was washed ashore at nearby Camber Sands. A detached Garden
Room, with a large bay window overlooking the street, was built at right angles to the house in 1743, and
originally served as a banqueting room, but found fame in literary circles as a writing room used by two famous
authors of around the turn of the 20th century, Henry James, and E.F. Benson. The room was destroyed by a
German bomb in 1940, and the house is now a National Trust museum containing memorabilia of the said
writers, both of whom featured the house in books.

Shown above is the Mermaid Inn and the cobbled street named for it. The building may date to the mid-12th
century because, the foundations and cellars are apparently of Norman construction. Like most of Rye, the
Mermaid was burned by the French in 1377 and only the cellars survived. It was rebuilt in its current form by
1420, and in the English Reformation it was a refuge for Jesuit priests. The banned Jesuit symbol ‘J. H. S.’ is
visible, carved into oak panelling. The Mermaid was a haunt of the notorious Hawkhurst Gang of smugglers,
who were numerous, well-armed, and ruthless enough to murder those who got in their way; they landed tea,
brandy, rum, and other contraband along the coast of Southern England, as far west as Poole in Dorset,
between 1735 and the late-1740s. There were clashes with revenue officers and militias, amounting sometimes
to pitched battles, before their leaders were captured after which, most of them were hanged.
There is firm early evidence of shipbuilding in Rye in the form of a royal order of 1223 which forbade the export
of timber, because the ministers of the young King Henry III proposed to build ships and galleys, there. When
the Hundred Years War with France started in 1337, Rye was building 4 ships, which were to form an important
part of the Cinque Ports Fleet; these square rigged ships with stern-mounted rudders and forecastles and after
castles at bow and stern are depicted on the seals of the Cinque Ports. By the middle of the 15th century, there
were signs that timber for shipbuilding was becoming relatively scarce, because of the increase of charcoal
production for iron-making, though this is not agreed by all historians. At the same time, land reclamation was
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affecting navigation along the River Rother as the channel became shallower, and changes in design of ships
from clinker to carvel, with increasing drafts, together compromised shipbuilding in Rye. The decline was
complete by the time of the Spanish Armada in 1588, when no warships built in Rye took part. A recovery of the
Rye industry was delayed until the 19th century, when Rye shared in a boom in demand for fast sloops, cutters,
and schooners; other products then, were fishing boats, barges, and later, steamships. All were built in yards
on the River Rother, in and downstream of Rye, and the industry remained healthy enough to build small boats
for the Royal Navy during the 2nd World War. However, its fate since then, has been that of most British
shipbuilding, though small yards continue to build leisure craft.
……………………………..
In sum, I would say that Rye is one of the
most interesting small towns in the country,
and I could easily have devoted more space
to it, but moving on I must now consider
briefly, the two tributaries that join the River
Rother beside the town. I have already
mentioned that the Grand Military Canal
leaves the river at its right bank, just south of
the town, and it does so by way of Rock
Channel, which extends for just under a
kilometre, south-west and then west. The
canal traverses a sluice, and follows the
course of the River Brede upstream and
south, along what is an engineered cut,
sometimes occupying the original river bed, which otherwise forms part of a land drainage network. After
covering 3km, to the east edge of Winchelsea, the canal continues generally southwards to the hamlet of Cliff
End, where it terminates in a small basin as shown in the photograph, a pleasant scene but not quite in keeping
with the name, Grand Military Canal.
The River Brede rises from a spring to the south-east of the hamlet of Netherfield, in a heavily wooded area, at
OS Grid Point TQ 727 185, just below the 100m contour; the surrounding landscape is that of the High Weald.
That at least seems to be the consensus view, but it has to be said that reference to maps, whether present day
or historical, presents a confusing picture. Certainly, a number of tributaries add water, which has travelled
further from its source than that in the chosen stream, and one, the River Line, which joins at the left bank near
the village of Whatlington, seems to retain its name for some distance beyond the confluence. Having noted
these curiosities, I continue on the basis of the initial statement. After flowing c2km the stream receives a right
bank tributary, perhaps called Rat Gill, which has flowed east, then north to the junction. Near its source, the
gill enters a double pond, at Beech Mill, once they were hammer ponds supplying water to forges and a blast
furnace. In the late 18th century, when the Wealden iron industry collapsed, a cornmill, replaced the furnace,
presumably using the same water delivery system to power its waterwheel. The cornmill only operated for
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around 50 years, and its buildings have been demolished, so the only tangible remains on the site are the
ponds, and about a hundred iron cannon balls, dating to c1600.
Rat Gill flows through the north side of the town of Battle, so-named because just to its south was fought on
14th October 1066, the battle, which fixed the course of English history, for centuries afterwards. Everyone
knows the result, namely that William, Duke of Normandy, soon to be King William I of England, triumphed over
King Harold, taking the English crown by force. Many know that King Harold had defeated another invasion by
his brother Tostig, and King Harold Hardrada of Norway, at Stamford Bridge near York, a short time earlier (22nd
September), making forced marches there and back from the London area. King Harold’s achievement in
defeating the Northern invasion was considerable, but he made a succession of errors before and during the
Battle of Hastings. He had released his levies from the Southern counties of England, on the assumption that
William would not invade that year, and he was drawn into battle to halt William’s depredations around Hastings,
before part of his army had returned from the north. So, instead of having large numerical superiority, he
probably fought on nearly equal terms, of perhaps c7000 a side. Then, in the battle itself, he held back some
but not all of his army, when William’s force retreated, possibly as a ruse; as a result, the Saxon army was
divided and disorganised when the Normans regrouped and advanced; all the sources seem to agree about
that. Finally, most disastrously of all, he went into battle with his two sons who were ‘of age’, so that when both
were killed along with their father, there was no rallying figure for the plentiful supporters of his dynasty, who
fought hard in the aftermath, to prevent William claiming the throne, and then fomented several rebellions. All
were ruthlessly crushed, and King William founded a dynasty, which ruled England for centuries, and for periods,
large areas of France.
That is as much as I can say with any confidence about the battle; no significant archaeological evidence has
been found to fix the location, though there are plenty candidates. The accounts written fairly soon after the
battle add little in that regard, and fail to agree on important aspects; no doubt, some wish to put a victor’s gloss
on matters, and others lacked eye-witnesses to consult. This is not unusual for seminal, ancient battles, think
of Mons Graupius, Nechtansmere, Brunanburgh, Bannockburn, Bosworth Heath, to name only a few, where the
locations are unknown, and the courses of events, are little better than educated guesses. Interest in the Battle
of Hastings is far greater, and as a result there has been much speculation; I have watched a few television
programmes in which claims were made that some of the uncertainties had been resolved, but none of them
convinced me. I will say no more, but turn briefly to Battle Abbey, the ruin of which, is at the southern end of the
town, though the tale that it was founded with the high altar of its church on the spot where King Harold perished,
invites scepticism. The Benedictine house was founded in 1067 by King William I, allegedly in expiation for the
battlefield slaughter, though more likely to mark his triumph, given everything else which is known about a driven
and merciless figure. It was built for 60 monks and colonised from Marmoutier in France; though numbers seem
to have fallen to around 30 by the end of the 15th century; the income was £880 in the 1530s, (equivalent to
purchasing power of £577000 in today’s terms).
The abbey was suppressed in 1538 and sold to Sir Anthony Browne, Master of the Horse in the Court of King
Henry VIII. The new owner, built a large house, utilising the west, and some of the south, range, which included
the abbot’s house, and part of the refectory. The house remained in private hands until the 1970s when it was
purchased for the nation to become an English Heritage property, assumed to stand on the battlefield. Across
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the cloister in the east range is the 13th
century monk’s dormitory, which survives to
roof level, and the foundations of the chapter
house; they are shown in the aerial view.
The church is only present as a few
fragments,

and

markings

based

on

excavations. The 14th century gatehouse is
an impressive building with a 16th century
courthouse attached to its east. It provides
an impressive southern backdrop to Battle
High Street, thanks in part to the large clear
area in front of it.
Battle is a town with a population of c6000,
with a main street, which enters from the
west, swings south-east along the High
Street, up towards the abbey gatehouse,
where it turns eastwards. The view is from
the abbey gatehouse battlements looking
north-west, hence the shadow, and shows a
street lined with substantial buildings, some
Georgian. As the township grew around the
abbey, the numbers worshipping in the
abbey church nave increased, and the monks decided to build a church for the residents to restore their sole
occupancy of the abbey church; the parish church of St. Mary the Virgin was erected in the first decade of the
12th century, and was of Norman style, but much rebuilding took place in the following centuries, so Decorated
and Perpendicular features predominate. South of the town there were several gunpowder mills on small
streams, flowing directly to the sea; I shall return to this topic.
Rat Gill flows north to join the River Brede,
and about a kilometre downstream from that
junction, the River Brede flowing east,
reaches the small village of Whatlington,
where it joins the right bank of the River Line
flowing south-east; the configuration allows
no other interpretation, whatever the naming
conventions. The photograph taken by Mr.
Chadwick shows the conjoined river, a short
distance downstream. There is a church with
Norman origins here, but it suffers from a drastic, botched restoration in the 1860s, and a fire in 1910 proved a
blessing in disguise as some of the faulty workmanship was replaced. In the churchyard there is a yew tree,
said to be 1000 years old; the legend attached to it is that William, Duke of Normandy as he still was, hanged
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King Harold’s personal servants from its
branches, after the Battle of Hastings. There
was a cornmill beside the river in the 19th
century, in which waterpower was boosted
by steam power, but there are no visible
traces. The village of Sedlecombe is a short
distance further along the river, and there the
most impressive building is timber framed
Manor Cottages, Grade 1 Listed, and said to
date to the early 15th century, though there
have been changes since; it is shown in the
photograph.
Mention has been made of a gunpowder mills south of Battle, and there was also one on the southern edge of
Sedlecombe. An account of gunpowder manufacture in the area is given in the web document accessible at,
http://btckstorage.blob.core.windows.net/site15733/Web%20C/C7.1%20gunpowderv2%20COL00117.pdf.
Reference was first made to gunpowder manufacture in East Sussex in 1676, and by the period 1750 to 1850,
mills in the area were supplying a large proportion of the gunpowder used by the British armed forces. The
principal reasons for this were proximity to army bases at a time when a large part of the home-based force was
stationed in south east counties to defend against possible invasion, and to naval dockyards at Chatham and
Portsmouth. The materials required were charcoal, easily obtainable from local woods, saltpetre, also available
locally, using fairly disgusting processes, and imported sulphur which could be boated in along the navigable
River Brede. The key process step was grinding the constituents together into a powder, normally using edge
runners, i.e., vertical grinding wheels, driven by waterwheels, supplied from ponds fed by streams running off
the High Weald. Of course, manufacture was dangerous, with nearly all the sites experiencing a few explosions,
some violent enough to destroy the mill, most fatal for one or more of the workforce. Britain was mainly at peace
after 1815, so the market must have contracted, putting mills out of business; gradually, newer and safer
processes were developed to produce modified explosives, and the last of the East Sussex gunpowder mills
ceased production in 1874.
The River Brede swings east; it has
descended below the 10m contour, the
woods thin out and cornfields appear, as it
flows languidly in a broad valley. The name
’Brede’, given to a village on the left bank,
before being applied to the river, derives from
that feature, and may explain why it is not
always

used

further

upstream.

Brede

gunpowder mill was north-west of the village. There was a blast furnace on the site until 1717, and the
gunpowder mill replaced it half a century later, but ceased operations in 1825, after a sequence of explosions.
The mill pond was subsumed in a reservoir supplying Hastings, a century after that. Brede Place is an ancient
house to the north-east of the village, to which a few tales attach. The house was built in the 14 th century and
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came into the hands of a family called Oxenbridge in the late years of that century. A descendant, Goddard
Oxenbridge was born in c1470, and held county offices, receiving a knighthood; he and other members of the
family modified the house so that it assumed the present Tudor appearance. The estate was sold to a family
called Frewin in the early 17th century, but they lived elsewhere, so it became somewhat dilapidated, and was
used by smugglers in the 18th century. Perhaps wishing to keep people away, they were responsible for the tale
that Sir Goddard Oxenbridge, had been a giant who feasted on children. He was alleged to have met a bad
end, when children got him incapably drunk on hoppy beer, and cleaved him in half with a wooden saw, knowing
that he could not be cut by metal. A silly tale and Goodsall comments acidly that judging by his effigy in Brede
church, Oxenbridge was no giant, but he puzzles over why the tale was given any credence. Apparently,
American officers stationed in the house during the 2 nd World War complained of a ghostly presence, but not
Sir Goddard but a medieval monk. The house suffered a devastating fire in 2007, which destroyed much of the
interior, but has been restored.
By this point, the valley of the River Brede
has begun to look like the lower reaches of
the River Rother, with networks of drainage
ditches, beside each bank, as it moves on
eastwards through the Brede Levels. It is in
company with the Ashford and Hastings
Branch Railway, opened in 1851, linking the
two named towns by way of Romney Marsh
and Rye. Now called the Marshlink Line it
has led a charmed life, escaping closure by
edict of Dr. Beeching, and at other times,
when financial losses seemed likely to seal
its fate. The River Brede, as I have defined
it, flows c16km to reach the junction with the
Grand Military Canal at Winchelsea, or strictly New Winchelsea. The map shows the location of Old Winchelsea
on the very different coast line, which existed before a succession of storms in the 13 th century, culminating with
one in 1277, which has already been mentioned, destroyed the shingle spit protecting the town, resulting in its
inundation.
The town dated back to the 9th century, and by the 12th century was the most important port on the south-east
coast between London and Southampton, paying far larger excise taxes per year than Rye or Dover. Along with
Rye it was by then incorporated as an ancient town alongside the Cinq Ports. In response its destruction, King
Edward I approved a new town, on a hill, 3km to the north-west, by the banks of the River Brede, the present
location, in c1290. The new town was laid out on a grid pattern, and prospered as a river port for the next two
centuries, in spite of damaging French raids. Trade in wine from Gascony, was particularly important, and many
of the cellars used for storage, survive. However, land reclamation along the River Brede reduced the flow and
silting rendered the port useless, by the 16th century. The settlement is now just an unusual village with a
distinctive street plan, only about one third as large as had been intended.
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There are fragments of a number of
buildings dating from the early years of the
new town. There are remains of two friaries;
only a single wall of a Dominican precinct
survives. More of the Franciscan friary can
be seen, as shown in the photograph. The
original foundation of 1243 was in Old
Winchelsea, from where the Greyfriars
moved to the present location. Little is known
about the history, but 7 friars were involved
in its surrender in 1538. The ruined chapel is
its only surviving building, and is unique in
England as being the only chancel of a church of the order which terminates in a semihexagonal apse. A
fragment of the south wall of the nave is also visible. Buck's plan of 1737 showed the cloister to be to the south
of the church, the west range at that time being part of a mansion, which was demolished in 1819. It had had a
motley collection of residents, including bizarrely, highwaymen brothers, George and Joseph Weston, who had
robbed the Bristol Mail Coach in 1781, and were trying to hide from the hue and cry, but to no avail, as they
were captured, and convicted, on precious little evidence, it must be said, and hanged together at Tyburn a year
later. However, on reading of their activities, prior to their execution, as described in the website,
https://www.genesreunited.co.uk/boards/board/ancestors/thread/1164203?d=desc&page=0, it seems clear
that their criminality in the preceding years, might have justified their executions, given the standards of the
time, rather more than the actual conviction.
The notable church of St. Thomas, dating to
1290, in fact comprises only the chancel,
and part-formed transepts of what was
intended to be a very large cruciform church;
building of the nave seems never to have
started. It is clear that the plans were
ambitious, probably conceived with royal
backing, and the failure to realise them is a
measure of the difficulties and decline of
Winchelsea in the succeeding years. The
photograph of the church was taken from the
south-west, in some ways a rather sad
image,

with

the

blocked-off

arches.

Chantries were attached to the church, the earliest in 1312, presumably with altars in the chapels. The building
has not been looked after very well, and there have been a number of partial restoration projects in the 18 th and
19th century, but the main features have not been altered. The renowned comedian Spike Milligan was buried
in the churchyard in 2002, beneath a headstone carrying the inscription he asked for, ‘I told you I was ill’ but in
Irish Gaelic, not English, a compromise with the diocese. I spent a fascinating day exploring Winchelsea seeing
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much more than I can describe here, including remnants of town gateways, and houses, which somehow hide
their ages, giving little indication that some of them stand above 700-year old cellars. The village population is
only 600, but amongst those of the past, were such other luminaries of the arts world as Henry Irving, Ellen
Terry, Joseph Conrad, Ford Madox Ford, and William Makepeace Thackery.
Returning to the River Brede, from here
doubling as the Royal Military Canal, it loops
round to the north, flowing close to the A259,
from where the ruin of Camber Castle can be
seen, in the midst of rough grazing, as in the
photograph, though that view is from the
north. Originally known as Winchelsea
Castle, it was built in 1512 as a gun tower
next to the sea for the coastal defence of
Rye and Winchelsea. During the 1540s it
was adapted to fit the Henrician template, by
raising the height of the central blockhouse, which was 19.5m in diameter with 3.3m thick walls, and by the
construction of the outer walls. There are semi-circular bastions on each corner, in addition to the entrance
bastion, and the castle was armed with 28 guns. Later, when the calibre (and weight) of the guns grew to
increase their range, the corner bastions had to be filled with rubble to support the roofs. The fort was
decommissioned in 1637 and in 1642 its few remaining guns were removed, as was the roof to prevent its being
used in the Civil War. Unlike the other Henrician fortifications, which were modified, as they were
recommissioned in later centuries, this redundant castle, isolated by the receding coastline, retains its original
design. It is looked after by English Heritage; I have only viewed it from distance as a visit requires a long walk
there and back.
All around the castle, on land between the
River Brede and the River Rother, is the
465ha

Rye

Harbour

nature

reserve

managed by the Sussex Wildlife Trust, and
protected also by designation as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest. The reserve has
diverse
saltmarsh,

coastal
shingle,

habitats,
reedbeds,

including
saline

lagoons, grazing marsh and flooded gravel pits. More than 280 species of birds have been recorded, of which
90 have bred on the site. There are more than 450 flowering plant species, including 27 which are scarce and
two which are endangered. An idea of the landscape is conveyed by the aerial photograph, a view looking south
with the canalised River Rother on the left, flowing to the sea. Access for cyclists and walkers is along tarmacked
tracks which form circular walks. Past the castle, the River Brede continues northwards to reach the sluice,
where it enters the right bank of Rock Channel; directly opposite, the River Tillingham enters the channel on the
left bank, where there were once ship-building yards and quays.
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The River Tillingham rises from springs to
the south of the hamlet of Staplecross,
4½km south-east of Robertsbridge, at a
height of c100m. It follows a course,
generally eastwards, c18km long, which
takes it from the High Weald, to the flatlands,
near to sea level, where drainage ditches
punctuate farmed fields. Its valley, narrow at
first, then broad as it leaves the High Weald,
is devoid of any substantial settlement.
Conster Mill was 6½ km downstream from
the source, at a location known as Beckley
Furnace, a reference to the fact that there was a forge, and then a blast furnace, utilising water power, on the
site from the mid-16th century. Production of iron goods ceased around the mid-18th century; a flour mill was
opened on the site in the early 19th century, and it operated until the mill was destroyed by fire in the early 20 th
century. The small stream is hardly visible amidst thick vegetation, in Mr Chadwick’s photograph, taken a short
distance downstream, so a hammer pond would have been needed. The scene is characteristic of the High
Weald, but a few kilometres downstream, things are very different.
The river probably carried more water in the past
before land reclamation which took place along the
lower reaches, but the River Tillingham has
become quite a substantial stream by the time it
approaches

Rye as

shown in the second

photograph. It will be clear, from what has gone
before, that all the water courses in the area have
undergone great changes in the past millennium,
some as a result of natural events, others manmade. The River Tillingham is no exception, and
once drifted slowly through ponds and marshes
north of Rye, to join the River Rother. At a later
date, once the River Tillingham had switched to a course west, then south of Rye, an attempt was made to
channel the River Rother into it, but that river scorned the new cut, and reverted to flowing past the east of the
town. However, the River Tillingham stuck by the course west of the town, and now passes through a sluice
designed to prevent backflow of sea water, and flows past the town to join the Rock Channel as described
earlier. After these diversions, it is time to re-join the River Rother as it completes its journey to the sea.
It is canalised as it bends southwards to the village of Rye Harbour on the right bank, once as the name suggests
part of the seaport of Rye, and still the location of staithes and moorings, but for pleasure craft only. It is not too
unkind to describe this village as nondescript, compared with its near neighbours, and it is dominated by a
surprisingly large industrial estate. Beyond on that bank, is the large nature reserve referred to earlier. Rye Golf
Club is on the left bank, 128 years old, and fitting most golfer’s perception of a fine, old-fashioned links golf
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course, as is confirmed by the photograph below, showing rolling dune-land, wispy grass, and patches of gorse.
I have never played there, so cannot offer personal experience, but at just over 6440 yards in length, it is likely
to be too short, to test the best, playing with modern-day equipment. During the 2nd World War, coastal defences
like pill boxes and anti-tank barriers ranged across its slopes, but they were soon removed and it is now a
bastion of golf as played between present and past attendees at Oxford and Cambridge Universities.

…………………………..
The journey of 48km from the source of the Eastern River Rother near Crowborough, to the sea at Rye is now
complete. The end point is anticlimactic, with the canalised river flowing tidily into the sea, a complete contrast
to the appearance of the estuary in times past, and of course it once met the sea far to the east of Rye. Normally
at this point in an account, I can give a reasonably accurate estimate of the discharge rate from the mouth of
any river, but many rivers, drains, and clean sewers join the River Rother beyond the furthest downstream
measurements, made near Bodiam Castle, where the mean flow rate was 32000 gallons per minute. My best
guess for the mean discharge rate is c55000 gallons per minute but I emphasise the word guess; to put it in
some kind of perspective, the mean discharge rate from the nearby River Medway is around three times greater
than that.
For all that the journey down the River Rother is not of great length, it is remarkably varied and interesting. The
landscapes through which, the river and many of its tributaries flow, change quite abruptly from the wooded
uplands of the High Weald to the flat wetlands of Romney Marsh. In parallel, the river flows change from rapid
to near stagnant, and this allowed seawater to penetrate far upstream, before sluice gates were installed. The
downstream courses of the River Rother and its tributaries have been altered greatly through the centuries,
partly due to natural events like storms, but as much to the actions of man, some intentional, when new cuts
were made, and some unforeseen as when land reclamation reduced river flows, allowing silting further
downstream. Added to this were major changes to the coastline, where deep inlets have been eliminated; again,
these have been both natural effects and the works of man. Consequences were the doom of the once great
port at Rye and destruction of its partner Winchelsea, victims of storms and shifting sand, silt, and shingle.
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I find it curious that there are so few traces of pre-Roman human occupancy, like hill forts or older henges and
burial mounds and cairns in the catchment; I am not sure whether they were present but are hidden by trees,
flooding and later cultivation, or if the density of the forest kept people out. The buildings of later times, like
castles, abbeys, and mansions are indeed present, but with the exception of iconic Bodiam Castle, I think it is
the medieval and Tudor houses, often timber famed, scattered through the villages and small towns, which are
most memorable. As regards river bridges there are none of real note, a great contrast with the River Medway
catchment to the north. I will leave general consideration of the watermills in the catchment for Alastair
Robertson’s Appendix, save for noting the unusual concentration of gunpowder mills around the River Brede
catchment.
Waterpower was crucial for the development of the Wealden Iron Industry, which grew to a remarkable extent
from the medieval period through to the late 18th century. Local ore deposits, abundant trees to make charcoal,
and the streams, which could be dammed to create the hammer ponds to feed waterwheels, along with proximity
to local customers, like dockyards, including those at Chatham and the Cinq Ports, provided the requirements
for growth. Yet the whole industry collapsed in less than 50 years, when coal replaced charcoal as the fuel of
choice in blast furnaces, so now only the hammer ponds, some of which later supplied cornmills, the ironmasters
houses in local villages, and countless placenames like furnace wood are a reminder. There was no local coal,
a fact, which explains the demise of the Wealden ironmaking industry, and prevented the development of other
industries, in the seminal period between 1750 and 1850. In fact, coal was found not so far away, around
Canterbury, but not until the 1890s, which leaves me wondering if ironmasters looked hard enough, a century
and a half earlier.
So, there it is, an enjoyable and sometimes surprising virtual journey has been completed. The Appendix dealing
with watermills follows.
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Appendix
Commercial Watermills
We first describe briefly the methodologies used to gather the information, which has allowed the sketch maps
and tabulations on following pages, to be produced.
Note that commercial watermills were paid by customers to process raw materials like grain or wool, whereas
farm mills, to be dealt with later, were machines located on a farm, which operated at the behest of the farmer,
normally without money changing hands. The great majority of farm mills during the period in question (post1750) were threshing mills, separating grain from stocks (straw)
1. All mills were initially identified from first edition, six inch to the mile Ordnance Survey (6 inch OS) maps
of Lancashire. Additional information on mill type and location was obtained from first edition, 25 inch
to the mile OS maps. These maps are available on the National Library of Scotland Map Images website
(https://maps.nls.uk/).
2. Surveys for the first edition 6 inch OS maps were undertaken between 1870 and 1874. The first edition
25 inch OS maps used were surveyed between 1869 and 1874. However, many first edition 25 inch
OS maps were not available on the NLS Map Images website and the second edition (1890s) maps
were used in these instances.
3. Additional information was obtained by Google searching for water mills in the specific area.
The sketch maps and tabulations follow:
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Table 1: Water Mills on the Eastern River Rother and its Main Tributaries

Eastern River Rother
Code

Mill

Mill Type

R1
R2
R3

Witherenden Mill
Bugshill Corn Mill
Robertsbridge Corn Mill

Corn
Corn
Corn

Tributaries
River Dudwell
Code Mill
D1
Burwash Forge
D2
Park Mill
D3
Dudwell Mill

Mill Type
Forge
Corn
Corn

River Tillingham
Code Mill
T1
Conster Mill

Mill Type
Corn

River Brede
Code Mill
B1
Whatlington Mill

Mill Type
Corn

B2

Sedlescombe Powder Mills

Gunpowder
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Table 2: Mills on other Eastern River Rother Tributaries
Locations of Tributaries, see tables below for the key to the codes

Eastern River Rother
Code
Tributary
1R
Unknown
1R
Unknown
2R
Unknown
3R
Unknown
4R
Tide Brook
4R
Tide Brook
5R
Glottenham Stream
5R
Glottenham Stream
6R
Kent Ditch
7R
Hexden Channel
7R
Hexden Channel
7R
Hexden Channel
7R
Hexden Channel
7R
Hexden Channel
8R
Potman's Heath Channel
8R
Potman's Heath Channel
8R
Potman's Heath Channel

Millstream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Tide Brook
Unknown
Unknown
Darwell Stream
Kent Ditch
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Mayfield Old Mill
Moat Mill
Pottens Mill
Merryweather Mill
Mousehall Mill
Wadhurst Mill
Brightling Saw Mill
Darwell Mill
Bodiam Mill
Slip Mill
Furnace Mill
Wandle Mill
Benenden Old Paper Mill
Hope Mill
St Michael's Corn Mill
Asbourne Mill
Calverley Park Mill

Mill Type
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn, Forge
Saw
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Paper
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn

Main Tributaries
River Dudwell
Code
Tributary
1D
Willingford Stream
1D
Willingford Stream

Millstream
Willingford Stream
Willingford Stream

Mill
Cox's Mill
Glazier's Forge

Mill Type
Corn
Corn
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River Tillingham
Code
Tributary
1T
Unknown

Millstream
Unknown

Mill
Beckley Mill

Millstream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Pannell Sewer

Mill
Beech Mill
Vinehall Brewery
Brede Powdermill
Pickham Mill

Mill Type
Corn

River Brede
Code
1B
1B
2B
3B

Tributary
River Line
River Line
Unknown
Pannell Sewer

Mill Type
Forge, Corn
Brewery
Gunpowder
Corn

Threshing Mills
The locations of possible water-powered threshing mills in the Eastern River Rother (Rother) catchment were
identified from first edition, six inches to the mile Ordnance Survey maps (6 inch OS maps) of Kent and East
Sussex. The surveys for the maps covering the Rother Catchment were undertaken between 1870 and 1874.
First (and second edition when first edition maps were not available) 25 inch to the mile OS maps were
occasionally used to clarify whether or not a threshing mill may have been present. The surveys for the first
edition 25 Inch OS maps were undertaken between 1869 and 1874. Surveys for the second edition maps were
undertaken in the 1890s.
All the map surveys were undertaken several decades after most threshing mills were installed and well after
the introduction of steam-powered portable machines which rapidly superseded water-powered threshing from
the 1860s onwards. The first threshing mills were introduced in the late 18th century and they spread across
the UK during the first 30 years of 19th century. Water-powered threshing mills required sources of water
including ponds and mill lades which are long lasting features and, in many instances, but not all, these features
will be detectable on maps surveyed several years after the threshing mill has fallen out of use.
The presence of mill lades, dams or ponds is a strong indicator of the presence of a water mill on a farm at
some time. Possible threshing mills in the Rother catchment were therefore identified from the presence of
these features on the OS maps. (No farms in the Rother catchment were labelled as having threshing mills or
machines on the 6 inch OS maps.) Only those farms where the buildings were lower than the ponds were
included in the list of threshing mills below. Threshing mills were by far the most common type of farm mill and
it has therefore been assumed that there were threshing mills at these farms.
Thus sites, where water-powered farm mills operated at some time after c1790 are tabulated, but it is difficult
to say more about exactly when they operated.
In addition, horse gins were used to power farm threshing machines. As pointed out to us by the late Professor
Paul Bishop, these can generally be recognised on early OS maps by the presence of small roundhouses on
farms which were an intrinsic part of horse gins. Ten horse gins were recorded in the course of this exercise.
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A total of 103 possible water-powered threshing mills was found in the River Rother catchment. The numbers
of these mills are summarised by main catchment in Table 3. (The main tributaries are listed according to the
order where they joined the River Rother, from upstream downwards.)

Table 3: Summary of the locations of threshing mills and horse gins in the River
Rother catchment
Catchment

Number of
Threshing Mills
71

River Rother
Tributaries
River Dudwell
River Tillingham
River Brede
Total

5
8
19
103

The threshing mills were found across almost the entire catchment.
The total number of possible threshing mills and horse gins (113) identified in the catchment was approximately
four times the number of cornmills in the catchment (we identified 27 corn mills, see tables 1 and 2). However,
around 25 windmills were found in the catchment. These were mainly corn mills and this indicates that indicating
that the number of water-powered cornmills was not a good indicator of the corn milling capacity of the
catchment.
The individual mills are listed in Table 4. The list starts upstream and moves downstream. The table defines,
where possible, the name of threshing mill, the name of the millstream and the name of the tributary of the
Rother or one of the main tributaries. Many of the threshing mills were built on very small streams, often little
more than drainage ditches. As a result, the list in Table 4 contains many tributaries and mill streams whose
names were not readily found. These are marked as “Unknown” but some of these streams will be not be
named.

Table 4: Possible Threshing Mills in the River Rother Catchment
River Rother
River
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Herring Gill
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Tide Brook
Tide Brook

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Herring Gill
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Green Farm
Wellbrook Farm
Page's Farm
Knowle Farm
Herring Farm
Old Mill Farm
Bungehurst
Hunt's Farm
Great Bainden Farm
Froghole Farm
Great Bigknowle Farm
Burwash Farm
Cinderhill Farm
Walland Farm
Snape Farm
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River
Tide Brook
Tide Brook
Tide Brook
Unknown
Unknown
Sellers Brook
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
River Limden
River Limden
River Limden
River Limden
River Limden
Unknown
Unknown
Glottenham Stream
Glottenham Stream
Glottenham Stream
Glottenham Stream
Unknown
Unknown
Kent Ditch
Kent Ditch
Kent Ditch
Hexden Channel
Hexden Channel
Hexden Channel
Hexden Channel
Hexden Channel
Hexden Channel
Hexden Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Newmill Channel
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Glottenham Stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Wenbas Farm
Mouse Hall
Combe Farm
Rens Farm
Barehurst Farm
Woodlands Farm
Shrubb's Farm
Turzes Farm
Newhouse Farm
Bugg's Farm
Wedd's Farm
Miskyn's Farm
Kitchingham Farm
Tottingworth Farm
Socknersh Farm
Willard Hill Farm
Mountfield Park
Turnstile Farm
Taylor's Farm
Glottenham Farm
Park Farm
Bantony Farm
Bourne Farm
Upper Northlands Farm
Lower Northlands Farm
Cattsford Farm
Hensill Farm
Ellenden Farm
Diprose Farm
Forsham Farm
Herdman Farm
Glasscocks Farm
Eastfield Farm
Wilding Farm
Stoddard Farm
Halden Lane Farm
Little Halden Farm
Penhill Farm
Winton Farm
Winser Farm
Morghew Farm
Lowden Farm
Lambstand Farm
Black Brook Farm
Bates Farm
Budd's Farm
Little Thorndale Farm
Bosney Farm
Baron's Grange Farm
Thornsdale Farm
Mockbeggar Farm
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River
Unknown
Newknock Channel
Newknock Channel
Newknock Channel
Newknock Channel

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Slade's Farm
Brickwall Farm
Townland Farm
Tiffenden Farm
Brissenden Farm

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Satanstown Farm
Lattenden Farm
Platt's Farm
Boarder's Farm
Grand Turzel Farm

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Tanhouse Farm
Little Douce Grove Farm
Raisins Farm
Schoolhouse Farm
Pelsham Farm
Tillingham Farm
Lea Farm
Great Fagg Farm

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
French's Farm
Rat Farm
Gate Farm
Coarse Barn Farm
Brede High Farm
Powdermill Farm
Church Place Farm
Little Hemmingfold Farm
Spraysbridge Farm
Platnix Farm
Redlay's Farm
Rock's Farm
Hare Farm
Down Oak Farm
Bricklands Farm
Rock Farm
Pattleton's Farm
Doleham Farm
Lower Lidham Hill Farm

Tributaries
a. River Dudwell
Tributary/River
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
b. River Tillington
Tributary/River
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

c. River Brede
Tributary/River
River Line
River Line
River Line
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Forge Stream
Forge Stream
Forge Stream
Forge Stream
Forge Stream
Forge Stream
Unknown
Doleham Ditch
Doleham Ditch
Doleham Ditch
Doleham Ditch
Doleham Ditch
Doleham Ditch
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Table 5: Summary of the Numbers and Types of Water Mills in the Eastern River Rother
Catchment
Mill Type
Corn
Gunpowder
Paper
Saw
Metal
Brewery

Catchment
Rother
18
0
1
1
1
0

Dudwell
4
0
0
0
1
0

Tillingham
2
0
0
0
0
0

Brede
3
2
0
0
1
1

All Rivers
27
2
1
1
3
1

All Commercial

20

5

2

6

33

Farm

71

5

8

19

103

All Mills

91

10

10

25

129

Notes
1. It is important to remember that the Appendix deals only with watermills which operated after 1750. Had it
been possible to look systematically at an earlier period, the water powered forges associated with the Wealden
Iron Industry would have dominated the listings; there were certainly over 100 of them. However, the
development of iron-making, using coke instead of charcoal, killed off the Wealden industry, because there was
no locally available coal. Although some blast furnaces and forges operated after 1750, helped by the large
requirement for armaments, virtually none survived the 18th century. Accordingly, they have not been included.
Some of the hammer ponds which supplied water to forges, later fed water to drive cornmills.
2. There were 103 water powered threshing mills in the Eastern River Rother catchment, and another 10 horse
gins. Using our normal measure for the take up of threshing mills, which is the ratio of that number to the number
of commercial corn mills, 27, the ratio is 4.2, very high for an English catchment. However, it has already been
pointed out that there were 25 commercial windmills in the catchment, and their inclusion will return the threshing
mill ratio to 2.2, a value typical of the Southern English catchments which have been looked at.
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